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those who had deserted dared not appear in the town. Many
tukuls were burnt, for the old capital of Ethiopia is more
thickly housed than it is populated.
On Friday, December 6, at about eight in the morning,
the Press (I was in Addis) were beginning to stir out of bed
in Dessye. Lowenthal and Holmes, representing Reuter
and The Times, were settling down to eat when a distant
hum was heard. Said Lowenthal to Holmes, as he forked
a sausage from the plate at the tentside, " That must be
the plane which is taking Mrs. Wells (wife of Linton Wells,
New York Herald Tribune) back to Addis.55 Contradicting
him fiat, the plane dropped a bomb near enough to
Lowenthal's breakfast.
Eighteen planes circled over Dessye. The journalists
who were camped in the grounds of the Seventh Day
Adventist Mission, turned into a Red Cross hospital,
scrambled all over the place. Some lay flat, others did the
instinctive thing that everybody from a Galla upward does
in an air raid—pressed their backs against the trunks of
bluegums not in the thought, for they did not think much,
but in the hope of not being seen. At moments of alarm
one ceases to think. Between thought and simple sensation
there is a middle, semi-passive condition, which in air raids
is hope. If I had been there I would have backed up to a
tree and gone on hoping.
Old Mills of the Associated Press was as cool as a
cucumber. One or two like him walked round taking
photographs.
Forty bombs were dropped straightaway on the Adventist
Compound, mostly incendiaries ; one of which narrowly
missed the petrol stores of The Times and Reuter. Five
struck the hospital building itself, destroying the roof of the
surgery and two wards. The instrument-tent of the field-
unit which Lady Barton's Committee of Ethiopian women
had fitted together was blown to pieces. Only the Belgian
censor was wounded within the hospital grounds : miraculous
event, which gave the Press new courage.
Incendiaries were scattered all over the town. Every
Ethiopian of standing has a gun. All the guns were whipped
out, and the hollow hills echoed to the violent detonation of
every musket imaginable to man. In the Red Cross camp
servants of the journalists took out their revolvers and blazed

